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NEW MALE
NATIONAL MALE HEALTH CONFERENCE
March 2 & 3, 2017
HOLIDAY INN HOTEL PARRAMATTA, SYDNEY
Are you concerned about improving the health and wellbeing of men and boys? If so, you may want to take part
in the only National Men’s Health Conference in 2017 NEW MALE
Held over two days, our packed program will be of interest to all men and women working in men’s health and
related fields. We’ll be exploring issues like male suicide, family violence, trends in men’s health, working with
ATSI males and GBTI males as well as exploring the challenges facing our boys and young men. We’ve got a great
line up of speakers who will inform, inspire and help you navigate the rapidly changing world of masculinity,
manhood and men’s issues.

ADD ON EVENT “STOP MALE SUICIDE” Training Day on Wednesday March 1
Glen Poole has 20 years experience working with men and boys in the UK and Australia. He is a leading authority
on men’s issues, founder of the Stop Male Suicide project in Australia and author of the book You Can Stop Male
Suicide. For more information on the training click here The Standard price is $225 ($205 concession) but if you
register for the NEW MALE Conference you receive this training program for only $100.

HARD SELL is a fun, interactive one hour session on Friday March 3, giving selected presenters the change to
hard sell their ideas for improving men’s health in a series of back-to-back, 10 minute presentations. Click here for
information on how you can be a part of HARD SELL.

Registration is open now and includes Conference Satchel and Program, Conference Folder, a free
copy of “Regular Joe vs. Mr Invincible” by Dr. Elizabeth Celi, PhD, all refreshments and lunches.
There are limited places so make sure you secure your place at the NEW MALE Conference today.
UPDATED NEW MALE PROGRAM Link to the WEBSITE
REGISTRATION FORM

EARLY BIRD RATE DEC 26 - FEB 3 $450 FULL PRICE FEB 4 - FEB 28 $500
ONE DAY REGISTRATION $260 CONFERENCE DINNER Thursday March 2 6.30 pm, 3 course buffet
dinner, tea, coffee, soft drinks, entertainment and Guest Speaker $65
Please contact Holiday Inn Hotel Parramatta for the Special NEW MALE Conference Accommodation Rates
NEW MALE is presented by Men’s Health SERVICES and association with Glen Poole, Stop Male Suicide Project
and the following partners:
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NEW MALE NATIONAL MALE HEALTH CONFERNCE
SOME OF OUR NEW MALE PRESENTERS
Bettina Arndt trained as a clinical psychologist before becoming well known as one of
Australia’s first sex therapists. She worked in the media educating the public about this
fascinating subject before moving onto writing about broader social and gender issues. As a
respected social commentator she was invited onto government advisory committees
covering issues from family law to childcare and ageing. While still making regular media
appearances, Bettina’s day job is currently online dating coaching. Yet she’s still campaigning
to change the cultural dialogue in Australia to include proper focus on men’s issues, including
male victims of domestic violence and male suicide.
Pete Shmigel CEO Lifeline Australia. “Men account for three out of every four suicide deaths;
we must address this fact in a national suicide prevention strategy. We need to understand
the pressures on men, the factors that are behind these suicides, but most of all we must find
better ways to support men in our society and build their own sense of connection and
capability to deal with the changes and stresses they experience. We must find ways to
protect men from suicide.”

Jo Williams, proud Wiradjuri, 1st Nations Aboriginal man born in Cowra, raised in Wagga
NSW, Australia. Joe played in the National Rugby League for South Sydney Rabbitohs, Penrith
Panthers and Canterbury Bulldogs before switching Joe to professional Boxing in 2009. Joe is
a 2x WBF World Jnr Welterweight champion and recently won the WBC Asia Continental
Title. Joe now spends his time working to inspire youth and individuals through motivational
speaking workshops, run through his charity The Enemy Within. He has had his own
battles, struggles and setbacks, which culminated in his own suicide attempt in 2012.
Louise Dixon PhD moved to New Zealand in October 2015 to take up an Associate Professor
role in the School of Psychology at Victoria University Wellington. She specialises in understanding the aetiology of interpersonal aggression in the family with implications for
prevention, risk assessment, intervention and policy. Dr Dixon has focused on intimate
partner violence and its overlap with child maltreatment to date. She has published over 50
articles in this domain and has received funding from prestigious UK research councils.
Gus Worland, The Grill Team Captain and recent host of the Man Up the ABC TV program.
Man Up was a three-part documentary series and social awareness campaign, hosted by
Triple M radio personality Gus Worland, which aimed to get to the bottom of the male suicide
crisis, effect real social change and hopefully even save lives. Gus is a dad of three, he loves
life and wants our Aussie boys to be safe and healthy. That’s his passion.

Tanya Owen the Community Capacity Building Officer for City of Parramatta Council wanted
to start a conversation around positive masculinity and positive alternatives for the modern
male identity. So she ran a workshop with a group of young men in April 2016. Join her in
reflecting on the day’s process, where the young men explored what it means to be a man in
today’s world, from the pressures and stereotypes, to the messages they receive from
everyone and everywhere around them. Together, they also identified the kind of world they
want to live in, and what choices this requires of them every day to live as real men.
Roger Carter is the Program Manager for the Top Blokes Foundation. With a background in
mental health, education and sport, Roger’s extensive experience in youth issues has led to
his passion to see boys better connected to their communities, families and themselves.
Roger leads the Top Blokes team of youth workers who each year engage with thousands of
boys and young men in their programs. He’ll present and demonstrate activities from two
evidence-based mentoring programs: Junior Top Blokes Mentoring Program (boys aged 14-17)
and Building Blokes (young men aged 18-24) and show how these programs are challenging
boys to improve their attitudes, behaviours, knowledge and skills as they rise up to be Top
Blokes.
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Behind Our Anxiety, the fear of being unneeded

By THE DALAI LAMA and ARTHUR C. BROOKS 4.11.16
In many ways, there has never been a better time to be alive. Violence plagues some corners of the world, and
too many still live under the grip of tyrannical regimes. And although all the world’s major faiths teach love,
compassion and tolerance, unthinkable violence is being perpetrated in the name of religion.
And yet, fewer among us are poor, fewer are hungry, fewer children are dying, and more men and women can
read than ever before. In many countries, recognition of women’s and minority rights is now the norm. There is
still much work to do, of course, but there is hope and there is progress.
How strange, then, to see such anger and great discontent in some of the world’s richest nations. In the United
States, Britain and across the European Continent, people are convulsed with political frustration and anxiety
about the future. Refugees and migrants clamor for the chance to live in these safe, prosperous countries, but
those who already live in those promised lands report great uneasiness about their own futures that seems to
border on hopelessness. Why?
A small hint comes from interesting research about how people thrive. In one shocking experiment, researchers
found that senior citizens who didn’t feel useful to others were nearly three times as likely to die prematurely as
those who did feel useful. This speaks to a broader human truth: We all need to be needed.
Being “needed” does not entail selfish pride or unhealthy attachment to the worldly esteem of others. Rather, it
consists of a natural human hunger to serve our fellow men and women. As the 13th-century Buddhist sages
taught, “If one lights a fire for others, it will also brighten one’s own way.” Virtually all the world’s major religions
teach that diligent work in the service of others is our highest nature and thus lies at the center of a happy life.
Scientific surveys and studies confirm shared tenets of our faiths. Americans who prioritize doing good for others
are almost twice as likely to say they are very happy about their lives. In Germany, people who seek to serve
society are five times likelier to say they are very happy than those who do not view service as important.
Selflessness and joy are intertwined. The more we are one with the rest of humanity, the better we feel.
This helps explain why pain and indignation are sweeping through prosperous countries. The problem is not a
lack of material riches. It is the growing number of people who feel they are no longer useful, no longer needed,
no longer one with their societies.
In America today, compared with 50 years ago, three times as many working-age men are completely outside the
work force. This pattern is occurring throughout the developed world — and the consequences are not merely
economic. Feeling superfluous is a blow to the human spirit. It leads to social isolation and emotional pain, and
creates the conditions for negative emotions to take root.
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Behind Our Anxiety, the fear of being unneeded
What can we do to help? The first answer is not systematic. It is personal. Everyone has something valuable to
share. We should start each day by consciously asking ourselves, “What can I do today to appreciate the gifts
that others offer me?” We need to make sure that global brotherhood and oneness with others are not just
abstract ideas that we profess, but personal commitments that we mindfully put into practice. Each of us has the
responsibility to make this a habit. But those in positions of responsibility have a special opportunity to expand
inclusion and build societies that truly need everyone.
Leaders need to recognize that a compassionate society must create a wealth of opportunities for meaningful
work, so that everyone who is capable of contributing can do so. A compassionate society must provide children
with education and training that enriches their lives, both with greater ethical understanding and with practical
skills that can lead to economic security and inner peace. A compassionate society must protect the vulnerable
while ensuring that these policies do not trap people in misery and dependence.
Building such a society is no easy task. No ideology or political party holds all the answers. Misguided thinking
from all sides contributes to social exclusion, so overcoming it will take innovative solutions from all sides.
Indeed, what unites the two of us in friendship and collaboration is not shared politics or the same religion. It is
something simpler: a shared belief in compassion, in human dignity, in the intrinsic usefulness of every person to
contribute positively for a better and more meaningful world. The problems we face cut across conventional categories; so must our dialogue, and our friendships.
Many are confused and frightened to see anger and frustration sweeping like wildfire across societies that enjoy historic safety and prosperity. But their refusal to be content with physical and material security actually
reveals something beautiful: a universal human hunger to be needed. Let us work together to build a society
that feeds this hunger.
The 14th Dalai Lama, Tenzin Gyatso, is the spiritual leader of Tibet and a Nobel laureate for peace. Arthur C.
Brooks is president of the American Enterprise Institute and a contributing opinion writer.

Remembering Life Before the Internet
Technology has a lot to answer for: killing old businesses, destroying the middle class, Buzzfeed. Technology in
the form of the internet is especially villainous, having been accused of everything from making us dumber
(paywall) to aiding dictatorships. But Michael Harris, riffing on the observations of Melvin Kranzberg, argues that
“technology is neither good nor evil. The most we can say about it is this: It has come.”
Harris is the author of “The End of Absence: Reclaiming What We’ve Lost in a World of Constant Connection,” a
new book about how technology affects society. It follows in the footsteps of Nicholas Carr, whose “The
Shallows” is a modern classic of internet criticism. But Harris takes a different path from those that have come
before. Instead of a broad investigation into the effects of constant connectivity on human behaviour, Harris
looks at a very specific demographic: people born before 1985, or the very opposite of the “millennial”
demographic coveted by advertisers and targeted by new media outlets.
These people, says Harris, are the last of a dying breed. “If you were born before 1985, then you know what life is
like both with the internet and without. You are making the pilgrimage from Before to After,” he writes. It is a
nice conceit. Harris, like your correspondent, grew up in a very different world, one with limited channels of
communication, fewer forms of entertainment, and less public scrutiny of quotidian actions or fleeting thoughts.
It was neither better nor worse than the world we live in today. Like technology, it just was.
Being in this situation puts us in a privileged position.” If we’re the last people in history to know life before the
internet, we are also the only ones who will ever speak, as it were, both languages. We are the only fluent
translators of Before and After.”
That means being able to notice things like the reduction of interactions to numbers, and how that translates
into quantifications of human worth. “I think it has to do with this notion of online accountability. That is, noticing that you actually count seems to be related to a sense of selfworth,” he says over the phone from Toronto,
where he is based.
Cont….

Remembering Life Before the Internet

“So it’s like if a tweet gets retweeted a couple of hundred times, that must mean that my thoughts are worthy.
If my Facebook photo is ‘liked,’ that must mean I am good looking. One of the things that concerns me about a
media diet that is overly online, is that we lose the ability to decide for ourselves what we think about who we
are.”
Harris isn’t railing against these things, though. He doesn’t prescribe fewer internet hours or complain much
about “kids these days.” Instead he acknowledges that his worries stem mainly from his anxieties about his own
behavior. Like many of us, Harris checks his email on his phone first thing in the morning. “When you wake up,
you have this gift of a blank brain. You could fill it with anything. But for most of us, we have this kind of panic.
Instead of wondering what should I do, we wonder what did I miss. It’s almost like our unconsciousness is a kind
of failure and we can’t believe we’ve been offline for eight hours,” he says. It is habits like this that are insidious,
not the internet itself. It is a personal thing.
Toward the end of the book, after having investigated our penchant for online confessionals, the perils of public
opinion, and technology’s impact on everything from sex to memories to attention spans, Harris writes about
his decision to take a month off from the internet. In the hands of a less talented writer or a shallower thinker,
this might have been a bit of stunt journalism, and not a particularly original one either.
But Harris emerges unrepentant from his month in the wilds. Did he experience an epiphany? Not really. “But it’s
the break itself that’s the thing. It’s the break—that is, the questioning—that snaps us out of the spell, that can
convince us that it was a spell in the first place,” he writes. I asked Harris if he would recommend an “Analog
August” to others, as his publishers are doing to publicize the book—albeit only for a weekend rather than a
whole month—with a free Penguin Classic thrown in for good measure. “A full month off is a huge luxury which
I was able to take because I was writing a book. For most people, taking a month off would mean losing your
job,” he says.
Still, Harris says an occasional break can be helpful. “I think what you get is a richer interior light and the ability
to see yourself in a critical light, living online. Because if you’re in the middle of something you can never see it
properly.”

Don’t call me sister
Male nurses want “male” removed from their job title in a bid to end gender
sterotyping
Men want the “male” taken out of “male nurse” to end the gender stereotyping of the profession, and don’t
even think about calling them “sister”. They also want people to stop -assuming they are gay, a medical student
or the resident doctor.
A study undertaken to address ways to boost nurse retention, which also examined the challenges faced by
men in the traditionally female-dominated role, found while men enjoyed the job, many encountered gender
stereotypes ranging from assumptions about their sexuality to their actual role.
While more men were entering the profession, numbers remained small - about 10 per cent of nurses in NSW with the job still seen as more of a female vocation. One nurse claimed he was met with hostility within the hospital, with both patients and nurses in a mother and baby unit questioning his presence.
The study, published in the latest edition of the Australian Journal of Advanced Nursing, said men wanted the
role “defeminised” to improve -society’s acceptance of men in the role. It said the recruitment and retention of
male nurses would become -increasingly important in ensuring a sustainable workforce as the -population aged.
Nurses interviewed as part of the study revealed how they often lied about their job in public, stating they
worked in “health” or the public service to avoid surprised looks or teasing. The study recommended nurse educators and the curriculum adopt a “gender-neutral stance”.
It also called for the adoption of a professional title accepted by both women and men that led to a -reduction
of men being viewed as a “gender minority” together with the establishment of male support groups.
St George Hospital Emergency -Department nurse Ryan Kloger studied nursing with a view to becoming a
paramedic long-term. After five years, including two in emergency, he has no plans to leave. “I find it’s a really
rewarding job and it makes me really proud to be a nurse,” Mr Kloger said.
Source Linda Silmalis The Sunday Telegraph

Bon Amamangpang a male registered nurse with patient Jacob Coops-Blume, 15.
Picture: Jonathan Ng

TRAINING PROGRAMS
WORKING WITH MALE VICTIMS OF DV Friday April 7, 9.00 am - 4.00 pm
Holiday Inn, 18 - 40 Anderson Street, PARRAMATTA
In Australia up to one in three victims of intimate partner violence are male. The issue of men affected by violence in intimate relationships has been reported for many years and now workers in the domestic violence,
community and family relationship sectors are acknowledging this problem and seeking out training for their
workers. This training program is for men and women who work in the health, welfare and community sectors
in government or the non government sector. It provides information and strategies for working with men who
are affected by violence in their relationships and presents a model and strategies for this work.
AREAS COVERED IN THE TRAINING PROGRAM:

Background to the problem and the context violence and abuse occurs in

The affect of domestic violence on a person - what’s different for men

Strategies for working with men from a strengths based perspective

Assessment strategies

A model for working with men affected by violence
COST $200 for one day training program, training resources including a copy of the “Men Say YES to Family
Peace” Community Event Kit, all refreshments and lunch plus 3 month follow up support with your program,
project or resource development.
To register complete RegistrationForm or email greg@menshealthservices.com.au phone/txt 0417 772 390

ENGAGING MEN Male Health Promotion Program TOWNSVILLE March 15 – 17
and 20 - 21 at Townsville Sport and Recreation Precinct, 3/9 Redpath Street,
North Ward, Townsville.
ENGAGING MEN equips allied health, human service, community workers, and industry professionals with
knowledge and skills to work more effectively with males, with the aim of improving the health, psychological,
educational and social outcomes for them. The program provides a space for men and women who work with
men and boys to develop health promotion strategies that are male friendly and effective. No previous
experience or knowledge is required - only a willingness to learn, explore and grow.
ENGAGING MEN combines evidence based theory and practice with a focus on developing individual
awareness, knowledge and interpersonal and group skills. The program is inclusive of our Indigenous brothers’
health and wellbeing needs. This is a one week program. For an Overview of the Program Content click here.
COST $1200 for 5 days of training, Wed to Friday and Mon & Tues, which includes:
Enjoyable, interactive and practical learning with comprehensive take away resources. Morning and afternoon
teas and lunch provided. There is an early bird rate of $1000 for payments received by COB February 21, 2017
Ongoing support and membership of an ENGAGING MEN trainees national network is included.
One day training modules are available for $320 per day please contact Greg directly to discuss
M 0417 772 390 e greg@menshealthservices.com.au

Stop Male Suicide 2017 Seminars and Trainings
Suicide kills six Australian men a day and costs the economy an estimated $13.75B.
We know suicide is preventable; we know that men are three times more likely to take
their own lives and we know that most approaches to suicide prevention are more
effective at helping women. The Stop Male Suicide project is dedicated to
developing and championing male-friendly approaches to suicide prevention that are designed
to help men at risk of suicide.
We’re on a mission to share the knowledge, the wisdom and the skills you need to take action to stop male
suicide, by providing: Stop Male Suicide Seminars Male Suicide Prevention Training and a range of other
resources including our book: You Can Stop Male Suicide
For information on male suicide prevention training click here
Glen Poole Stop Male Suicide Project m: +61 (0) 432 488 943

SHORT TAKES
Member for Solomon Luke Gosling takes men’s health
role
The memories of friends lost to suicide will drive Solomon MP Luke
Gosling in his new role in shaping men’s health. Working with
Opposition health spokeswoman Catherine King, Mr Gosling will be
responsible for formulating the party’s men’s health plan to improve
Australian blokes’ physical and mental wellbeing. It’s a responsibility
he said he took seriously. “Men are three times more likely to die by
suicide,” he said. “We have a problem in this country and we have a
very big problem in the Territory. Health and wellbeing go together.
“The foundation of someone’s health is how they feel about
themselves and men sometimes have difficulty communicating how
they’re feeling.”
Mr Gosling said he had lost friends to suicide. “This is personal for me
because I have been on the journey with mates through depression
through attempts at suicide,” he said. “Often there are relationship
breakdowns involved and how combative that can get. “When it comes to men’s health the first health check is
to have a sober chat with a mate.” Mr Gosling said while the festive season was a happy time for most, for
some, it can be a difficult period. “For many people, Christmas also reminds them of the loss, the separation
from their kids or family,” he said. “For men, what we’ve traditionally done is self medicated to deal with those
issues. “Often, talking to a mate and starting a conversation that can lead to some professional assistance is
where we need to go.” Making physical health services more accessible to men was also a priority, he said. Mr
Gosling won the seat of Solomon from the Liberal’s Natasha Griggs at the Federal Election earlier this year. Mr
Gosling is also a former Australian Army commando.

New report on male health and wellbeing in rural
& regional Western Australia
All Western Australian men are significant and positive contributors to
Western Australian life through their diverse family, work and
community roles. However, males in non-metropolitan areas have not
only been identified as being significantly inferior to that of males living
in metropolitan Western Australia and Australia, there is less access to
health and wellbeing services. In fact, despite good intention and
considerable investment, there has been little to no overall
improvement in the health of regional, rural and remote males. It is
suggested that resources have not been directed towards the most
effective approaches and there is a need to place greater emphasis on
targeted programs and preventative measures. The purpose of this
brief report is to:



Provide an evidence based understanding to the health sector on
the state of men’s health in rural, regional and remote Western
Australia;



Build an understanding of the determinants that underpin these
outcomes and;



To explore the implications of these determinants as they relate to the provision and operation of health
services in non-metropolitan Western Australia.
To download the full empirical report please click on this link: rrr-mens-health_long
For a shorter summarised version of the report click on this link: rrr-mens-health_short
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